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RUBY (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE) 
by Henry Osborne 

“A language that doesn’t affect the way you think about 

programming is not worth knowing.” — Alan Perlis 

Ruby is defined as a dynamic, reflective, general purpose object-oriented programming 

language that combines syntax inspired by Perl with Smalltalk-like features. Ruby supports 

multiple programming paradigms, including functional, object oriented, imperative and 

reflective. It also has a dynamic type system and automatic memory management; it is 

therefore similar in varying respects to Python, Lisp, Dylan, Pike, and CLU. Ruby runs on many 

platforms, including Linux and many flavors of UNIX, MS-DOS, Windows 9x/2000/NT, BeOS, and 

MacOS X. Ruby is well supported on UNIX and Windows; developing on UNIX and deploying on 

Windows works without a hitch, including GUI development. 

Ruby is well suited for the problem domains such as: 

• Text processing - Ruby's File, String, and Regexp classes help you process text data 

quickly and cleanly. 

• CGI programming - Ruby has everything you need to do CGI  programming, including 

text-handling classes, a CGI  library, database interface, and even eRuby (embedded 

Ruby) and mod_ruby for Apache. 

• Network programming - Network programming can be fun with Ruby's well-designed 

socket classes. 

• GUI programming - GUI toolkit interfaces such as Ruby/Tk and Ruby/Gtk are available. 
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• XML programming - Text-handling features and the UTF-8-aware regular expression 

engine make XML programming handy in Ruby. The interface to the expat XML parser 

library is also available. 

• Prototyping - With its high productivity, Ruby is often used to make prototypes. 

Prototypes sometimes become production systems by replacing the bottlenecks with C 

written extensions. 

• Programming education - Ruby can be used to teach students that programming is fun. 

Ruby was conceived on February 24, 1993 by Yukihiro Matsumoto who wished to create a new 

language that balanced functional programming with imperative programming. Matsumoto has 

stated, "I wanted a scripting language that was more powerful than Perl, and more object-

oriented than Python. That's why I decided to design my own language". 

Ruby is said to follow the principle of least astonishment (POLA), meaning that the language 

should behave in such a way as to minimize confusion for experienced users. Matsumoto has 

said his primary design goal was to make a language which he himself enjoyed using, by 

minimizing programmer work and possible confusion. He has said that he had not applied the 

principle of least surprise to the design of Ruby, but nevertheless the phrase has come to be 

closely associated with the Ruby programming language. The phrase has itself been a source of 

surprise, as novice users may take it to mean that Ruby's behaviours try to closely match 

behaviours familiar from other languages. In a May 2005 discussion on the comp.lang.ruby 

newsgroup, Matsumoto attempted to distance Ruby from POLA, explaining that because any 

design choice will be surprising to someone, he uses a personal standard in evaluating surprise. 
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If that personal standard remains consistent there will be few surprises for those familiar with 

the standard. 

A study conducted on developer productivity by Lutz Prechelt found that the amount of time 

needed for software delivery is directly correlated to the number of code lines that have to be 

written. Projects written in C++ and Java take double the number of lines as projects in Python 

and Perl, so the development effort takes roughly twice the time. 

Writing code in Ruby improves productivity even more, surpassing Perl and Python. 

The syntax is very forgiving and feels natural; for example, there are no semi-colons. 

  if i == 15 
  print i 
  end 

Initially, Matz looked at other languages to find an ideal syntax. Recalling his search, he said, “I 

wanted a scripting language that was more powerful than Perl, and more object-oriented than 

Python.” In Ruby, everything is an object. Every bit of information and code can be given their 

own properties and actions. Object-oriented programming calls properties by the name 

instance variables and actions are known as methods. Ruby’s pure object-oriented approach is 

most commonly demonstrated by a bit of code which applies an action to a number. 

5.times { print "We *love* Ruby" } 

In many languages, numbers and other primitive types are not objects. Ruby follows the 

influence of the Smalltalk language by giving methods and instance variables to all of its types. 

This eases one’s use of Ruby, since rules applying to objects apply to all of Ruby. 
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Certain language features available with Ruby are not available with the others. Ruby supports 

closures, which assign code responsibilities to the proper object result in cleaner code. Writing 

for" and "while" loops is rare in Ruby. Also, less error-prone and cleaner constructs, like "each", 

become natural to implement. 

Instead of (Java-like) every time: 

  Form form = forms.first(); 
  while (form != form.last()) 
  { 
    if (form.valid()) 
    { 
      // ---- Do something 
    } 
    form = form.next(); 
  } 

the Ruby way is: 

  class Forms < Array 
    def each_form 
      each do | form | 
        yield form if form.valid 
      end 
    end 
  end 
  forms.each_form do | form | 
    # ---- Do something 
  end 

and the proper responsibility is captured within the Forms object. 
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For more complex projects maintainability becomes an issue. Proper OOP design helps bring 

structure and makes the source code logical and transparent. All these languages support OOP 

to a certain degree, but Ruby shines in ease of use and predictability. 

Ruby class definitions differ from those of languages such as C++ and Java in that they are 

executable. Because of this, they are allowed to remain open during execution. A program can 

add members to a class any number of times, simply by providing secondary definitions of the 

class that include the new members. During execution, the current definition of a class is the 

union of all definitions of the class that have been executed. 

In a clear departure from the other programming languages, access control in Ruby is different 

for data than it is for methods. All instance data has private access by default, and that cannot 

be changed. If external access to an instance variable is required, access methods must be 

defined. 

Ruby, Perl and Python are often classified as scripting languages. They are scripting languages, 

but probably not in the traditional sense. They are scripting languages for these reasons: 

• They support a fast development cycle (edit-run-edit) by interpreters. No compilation is 

needed. 

• They focus on quick programming by requiring you to code less. For example, you don't 

have to deal with static types of variables. Fewer declarations are needed in programs. 

Because of these attributes, these languages can be used for everyday task one-liners. 

Imagine developing a so-called one-liner (such as scanning the log files) in C, for 

example. 
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• A strong set of built-in libraries supports the handling of text and files. 

Unfortunately, by the word scripting, many people imagine poor languages that can be used 

only for small programs. That was true in the past and is still true for some languages, such as 

csh.  

Unlike Perl, Ruby is a genuine object-oriented language; OOP features are not an add-on. This 

means that every action is carried out by passing a message to an object to run a method, even 

if a different syntax is used in any context. Under the covers, variable assignments call 

constructor methods, and data type operators are just instance methods. Ruby uses less 

punctuation ($,@,%, and so on), less context dependency, and less implicit type conversion, so 

Ruby programs tend to be less cryptic. 

For example, the following is used in Ruby to obtain length of a string and an array: 

a = "abc" 
a.length   # => 3 
a = [1,2,3] 
a.length   # => 3 

In Perl, however, things are far more complicated: 

$a = "abc"; 
length($a);  # => 3, it's OK 
@a = (1,2,3); 
length(@a);  # => 1, not as expected 
scalar(@a);  # => 3, it's the Perl way to get array size 
$a = [1,2,3];  # reference to an anonymous array 
length($a);  # => 16, not as expected 
scalar(@$a);  # => 3, need dereference to get array size 
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One must always be aware of data types and context in Perl, and this can be a burden for 

programmers. Ruby frees programmers of this burden. 

Ruby is a fascinating language that takes a small number of concepts and applies them 

throughout the whole design of the system. Once the fundamental principles of the language 

are known it is both simple to learn, and incredibly flexible. I like the fact that it is object 

oriented at all levels which reduces the number of declarations a programmer would normally 

make while supporting the procedural or functional style of programming. Ruby gives 

programmers the freedom to write code that not only modifies the behavior of individual 

objects, but also changes the structure of itself as it runs, changing the class definitions to adapt 

to requests or conditions exactly as required. 

Programmers no longer have to contend with the issue of variables, references and pointers. All 

variables are references and have no actual data type themselves. When a value is assigned to a 

new variable that value becomes a new object, and the variable is the initial pointer that is used 

to refer to it.  Ruby is effectively a strongly typed language, even though programmers do not 

assign types to variables. 

Ruby provides several facilities for defining pieces of code as reusable units, on scales from 

individual methods to complete libraries. It uses the concept of a module, a container for 

grouping one or more pieces of code. Modules may hold class definitions, as well as methods 

and variables that are not part of a specific class. Importantly, they can vary in scale from small 

snippets to complex software libraries. 
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You may not only call specific items of code from a module, but also mix-in all of the code from 

a named module at that position, as if it had been written at the line where the statement 

appears. Code within a module may also call or mix-in from any other modules that are 

available.  

The RubyGems component of the platform extends the code reuse facilities offered by the Ruby 

language itself. Every library, application, or other collection of files that is configured as a gem 

may be deployed and upgraded across all systems that have a version of Ruby installed. Public 

servers provide a global distribution point for Open Source Ruby applications, and one may also 

offer their own RubyGems server for public or private use, using the supplied tools. 

With languages such as C++ and Java, programmers have to explicitly state whether a function 

or method should return a value or not. By default, every method in Ruby returns the last value 

that was assigned, which your code may capture if you wish. This means that you do not need 

to explicitly set up methods as functions, and can effectively obtain a return code from every 

method. You may override this behavior, and explicitly specify the value that a method returns. 

Where a method should be silent, simply have it return nil (the Ruby type for null values). 

Finally, brackets (parentheses) in method calls are purely for readability in Ruby, and may be 

included or omitted as the programmer wishes. Use brackets (parentheses) to denote where a 

list of parameters begins and ends, or leave them out for concise code snippets and domain-

specific languages (DSLs). 
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